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We summarize the results of two experimental programs at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron of BNL to
measure the nuclear transparency of nuclei measured in theAsp,2pd quasielastic scattering process near 90° in
the pp center of mass. The incident momenta varied from 5.9 to 14.4 GeV/c, corresponding to
4.8,Q2,12.7 sGeV/cd2. Taking into account the motion of the target proton in the nucleus, the effective
incident momenta extended from 5.0 to 15.8 GeV/c. First, we describe the measurements with the newer
experiment, E850, which had more complete kinematic definition of quasielastic events. E850 covered a larger
range of incident momenta, and thus provided more information regarding the nature of the energy dependence
of the nuclear transparency. In E850 the angular dependence of the nuclear transparency near 90° and the
nuclear transparency deuterons were studied. Second, we review the techniques used in an earlier experiment,
E834, and show that the two experiments are consistent for the carbon data. E834 also determines the nuclear
transparencies for lithium, aluminum, copper, and lead nuclei as well as for carbon. A determination of the
sp+,p+pd transparencies is also reported. We find for both E850 and E834 that theAsp,2pd nuclear transpar-
ency, unlike that forAse,e8pd nuclear transparency, is incompatible with a constant value versus energy as
predicted by Glauber calculations. TheAsp,2pd nuclear transparency for carbon and aluminum increases by a
factor of two between 5.9 and 9.5 GeV/c incident proton momentum. At its peak theAsp,2pd nuclear trans-
parency is,80% of the constantAse,e8pd nuclear transparency. Then the nuclear transparency falls back to a
value at least as small as that at 5.9 GeV/c, and is compatible with the Glauber level again. This oscillating
behavior is generally interpreted as an interplay between two components of thepN scattering amplitude; one
short ranged and perturbative, and the other long ranged and strongly absorbed in the nuclear medium. A study
of theA dependent nuclear transparency indicates that the effective cross section varies with incident momen-
tum and is considerably smaller than the freepN cross section. We suggest a number of experiments for further
studies of nuclear transparency effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

If the nucleons in a nucleus were at rest and very lightly
bound, then nuclear transparency forAsp,2pd reactions as

illustrated in Fig. 1 would simply be the ratio of the differ-
ential cross section for quasielastic scattering from the pro-
tons in the nucleus(e.g., carbon), to the differential cross
section for freepp scattering corrected for the number of
protons in the nucleus,Z. The nuclear transparency is then a
measure of the survival probability for the protons to enter
and exit the nucleus without interacting with the spectator
nucleons in the target nucleus. The actual situation is signifi-
cantly complicated by the momentum and binding energy
distributions described by the spectral function of the protons
in the nucleus. Note that in this paper we will be implicitly
integrating the spectral functions over the binding energy
distributions and considering only the nuclear momentum
distributions. Even with the assumption that the scattering
can be factorized, a detailed knowledge of the behavior of
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the elementarypp differential cross section, and of the spec-
tral function of the nucleus is required since thepp differen-
tial cross section at large angles depends so strongly on en-
ergy. In the experiments described below, either a sample of
protons with a narrow range longitudinal momentum is se-
lected, or the observed quasielastic distributions are cor-
rected with the known differentialpp cross section. Similar
transparencies can be defined for other quasielastic scattering
processes by other incident hadrons or leptons. Transparen-
cies for Ase,e8pd have been extensively measured as dis-
cussed below.

In this paper we report on the combined results of two
AGS experiments to measure the nuclear transparency of nu-
clei in theAsp,2pd quasielastic scattering process near 90° in
the pp center of mass(c.m.). In the first part of the paper we
describe the measurements with the newer experiment, E850,
which features a more complete kinematic definition of the
quasielastic events. E850 extends the range of incident ener-
gies, and provides more information regarding the nature of
the unexpected fall in the nuclear transparency above
9.5 GeV/c [1,2]. In the second part, we review the tech-
niques used in the earlier E834 experiment[3]. For the E834
experiment, the directions of each final state particle were
determined but the momentum of only one track was mea-
sured. The E850 experiment allows full and symmetrical
tracking with momentum reconstruction of both final state
particles. The E850 measurement addresses the concerns
about the background subtraction in the determination of the
quasielastic signal in the E834 experiment. We show for the
overlapping carbon measurements that these two experi-
ments are consistent in the energy dependence of the nuclear
transparency. E834 measures the nuclear transparency for
five different nuclei, and also yields initial results regarding
transparencies forAsp+,p+pd interactions[4]. While most of
the principal results have been reported previously, we
present a more detailed and consistent view of the two pro-
grams.

Other measurements with these two detectors allow us to
investigate a number of the factors involved with the mea-
surement and interpretation of nuclear transparency. The
publication of Mardoret al. reported on a study of the fac-

torization assumption, and the equality of the longitudinal
and transverse portions of the nuclear momentum distribu-
tion for the carbon nucleus[5]. Short range correlations,
which give rise to the high momentum tails of the momen-
tum distributions, were reported in papers by Aclanderet al.,
Tang et al., and Malki et al. [6–8]. Asp,2pd measurements
from both the E834 detector by Heppelmannet al. [9] and
the E850 detector by Mardoret al. [5] showed that the
nuclear momentum distributions determined inAsp,2pd re-
actions were in agreement with those found byAse,e8pd ex-
periments.

Color transparency refers to a QCD phenomenon, inde-
pendently predicted in 1982 by Brodsky[10] and Mueller
[11], involving a reduction of soft interactions, in both the
initial (ISI) and final(FSI) states, for a hard quasielastic scat-
tering. These theorists deduced from QCD that when a pro-
ton traversing the nucleus experiences a hard collision, a
special quantum state is selected. That special state involves
the part of the proton wave function that is most “shock
resistant” and tends to survive the hard collision without
breaking up or radiating gluons. This state is also expected to
survive long enough while traveling through the nucleus to
have a reduced interaction with the spectators in the target
nucleus. The state is predicted to involve a rare component
of the proton wave function that is dominated by 3 valence
quarks at small transverse spatial separation. The color trans-
parency prediction of QCD is that the fraction of nuclear
protons contributing toAsp,2pd quasielastic scattering
should increase from a nominal level consistent with Glauber
absorption[12,13], at low Q2, and then to approach unity at
very high Q2. However, the fall of nuclear transparency
above 9.5 GeV/c indicates that additional amplitudes are re-
quired.

Due to the very steep dependence of the 90°pp cross
section on the center of mass energy squared,s−10, and the
uncertainties in the nuclear momentum distributions, it is
useful to measure a ratio close to the kinematic point where
the target proton is at rest, particularly in the longitudinal
direction. This ratio will demonstrate the energy dependence
of the nuclear transparency with a minimum of assumptions.
We refer to this as the nuclear transparency ratio,TCH, for
quasielastic scattering on carbon, compared to that for hydro-
gen. Then using our best knowledge of the energy depen-
dence of thepp cross section, and the nuclear momentum
distributions we can determine the nuclear transparency,Tpp,
integrated in the entire longitudinal direction.

There have been a number of investigations of nuclear
transparency in addition to those involving quasielastic reac-
tions. Transparencies in exclusive incoherentr0 production
have been measured at Fermilab, CERN, and DESY. At Fer-
milab [14], increases in exclusive nuclear transparency have
been measured as the photon becomes more virtual, as ex-
pected in the color transparency picture. CERN data, also
involving muon production ofr0’s, but at higherQ2, indicate
that the effect is smaller[15]. Coherence length effects have
been investigated in the HERMES experiment at DESY[16].
It is important to distinguish between coherence length,
which is the distance at which the virtual photon fluctuates
into aqq̄ pair, and the formation length in which the initially
point like qq̄ pair grows to the normalr0 size. It is the

FIG. 1. Illustration of the quantities used in the determination of
nuclear transparency for a representative nucleus,12C in the nu-
merator, for freepp scattering in the denominator. The incident
proton is proton1, and the struck proton is proton2. The two outgo-
ing protons are designated as proton3 and proton4.
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formation length that enters into the determination of color
transparency. The coherence length is not a factor in quasi-
elastic scattering.

Another important investigation of nuclear transparency
has been the coherent diffractive dissociation of
500 GeV/c p− into dijets on nuclear targets at
Q2.7 sGeV/cd2 [17]. Unlike the other experiments, dijet
production is not an exclusive reaction, and therefore its in-
terpretation may be different than other searches for color
transparency. The power law behavior withA determined
from the A dependence in this experiment is considerably
larger, ,1.5 than the,0.7 usually found in inclusivepA
reactions. The very high energy of this experiment makes
color transparency effects likely, but does not allow a study
of the threshold for nuclear transparency.

This paper will confine itself to only quasielastic reactions
that have involved incident hadrons,p and p+, and those
with incident electrons. The mechanisms of these quasielas-
tic reactions are closely related, and therefore can be com-
pared in a relatively straightforward manner.

II. EXPERIMENT E850

This section will cover measurements of nuclear transpar-
ency with the E850 detector during two experimental runs.
Details of the detector characteristics and of the kinematical
analysis are discussed.

A. The E850 detector (EVA)

A 24 GeV proton beam from the AGS produced second-
ary hadrons at 0° through its interaction with a,3 cm long
platinum target. After magnets in the C1 transport line dis-
persed the secondary hadrons with respect to charge and mo-
mentum, collimators selected the particles to be transported
to the experiment. The momentum spread of the beam was
typically ±0.5%. Every 3 seconds, up to 53107 particles in a

1 second long spill were delivered to a 132 cm2 spot. Two
pressurized CO2 differential Čerenkov counters,,30 m up-
stream of the detector, allowed identification of the pions,
kaons, and protons in the incident beam on a particle-by-
particle basis[18,19]. The incident particles were tracked by
a series of scintillation hodoscopes along the beam line. We
measured the incident beam flux with an ion chamber cross-
calibrated with direct particle counting at lower intensities,
and then corrected for the proton fraction with the differen-
tial Čerenkov counters. The final hodoscope was the one
denoted by BH just before the nuclear targets in Fig. 2.

The E850 experiment embedded the carbonsCd, CH2, and
CD2 targets inside a 2 m diameter, 3 m long superconducting
solenoid with a 0.8 T field as shown in Fig. 2. The solenoid
was a modification the CLEO I solenoid originally used at
Cornell [20]. The pole piece intercepts most of the magnetic
flux emerging from the solenoid to form a reasonably uni-
form, horizontal magnetic field through out the solenoid vol-
ume. The precise shape of the field was determined by a
combination of a large number of Hall probe measurements
in regions of high gradients and three-dimensional(3D)
mesh calculations[21]. The annular space between the pole
piece and the solenoid allowed particles scattered near 90c.m.

°

to reach the detectors outside the solenoid. This arrangement
facilitates easier triggering and better momentum resolution
than having all the detector elements inside the solenoid. The
targets were 5.135.1 cm2 in area, and 6.6 cm in length,
spaced,20 cm apart. The positions of the C, CH2, and CD2
targets were interchanged regularly to minimize the differ-
ences in flux and acceptance.

Surrounding the targets were four concentric cylinders
sC1–C4d of mean radii 10, 45, 90, and 180 cm. Each cylin-
der was fabricated from four layers of thin wall straw tubes
(114 mm Mylar with 8 mm of aluminum cladding except for
C4, which had double the wall thickness). Their diameters
were 0.50, 1.04, 1.04, and 2.16 cm, and their total number
was 5632[22]. C1 and C2 were complete cylinders, but C3

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of E850 solenoidal detector, which shows a vertical, midplane section. C1–C4 are the four-layer arrays of
straw tube cylinders. C1 and C2 were completely within the solenoid, while C3 was only partially inside the solenoid. C, CH2, and CD2

targets were located inside the C1 straw tube cylinder. The counter-weighted pole piece returns the magnetic flux emerging from the right
hand end of the solenoid. A reentrant cavity in the pole piece absorbs the incident beam downstream of the detecting elements. H1 and H2
were the scintillation trigger counters of about 256 elements each. The bold arrows show typical trajectories of the incident particle, proton1

and two scattered protons, proton3 and proton4. For scale, the length of the magnet frame was 10.9 m, and the straw tube cylinders(C2, C3,
and C4) were 2 m long.
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and C4 had small gaps(,2% and,5% in the azimuthal
coverage) at the top and bottom to allow for support struc-
tures. They were filled with a 50-50 mixture of argon-ethane
at slightly above atmospheric pressure. All the tubes measure
the drift distance from the track to the central wire with an
accuracy of 150mm, and for C2–C4, the longitudinal dis-
tance was measured tos.2 cm by charge division[23,24].
The momentum resolution was dominated by multiple scat-
tering, and wassspd /p.7% as determined frompp elastic
scattering. The tracks scattered near 90c.m.

° passed through the
annulus between the solenoid and the steel pole piece until
they reached the two fan-shaped scintillation counter arrays,
H1 and H2, and the two larger straw tube cylinders, C3 and
C4.

As illustrated in Fig. 3 the trigger system selects only
events with particles above a minimum transverse momen-
tum, PT [23]. This selection was done in two stages. The first
selection was done in,75 nsec by checking the correlation
in f between H1 and H2. Then a second more precise selec-
tion was performed by logic arrays, which measured the mo-
mentum by a 3-point correlation with the hits in the cylinders

labeled C2, C3, and C4. The time that this calculation took
was,1 msec, but depended on the complexity of the event.
Some further checks were carried out by microprocessors
attached to this trigger system to ensure that there were two
tracks and they were very crudely coplanar. A microproces-
sor then read out the CAMAC-based time-to-digital convert-
ers (TDC’s) and the FASTBUS-based analog to digital con-
verters (ADC’s) from the straw tubes and scintillation
counters. Details of these trigger systems can be found in the
reference of Wuet al. [23]. Figure 4 shows the inclusivepp
cross section at 90° for 8 GeV/c incident protons, and the
approximate trigger efficiency, which rejects lowpT inelastic
backgrounds while retaining all of the events near the exclu-
sive limit. This arrangement provided an acceptable trigger
rate of less than 100 Hz for incident beams of up to 108 Hz (
,107 interactions per spill).

In a large detector such as EVA, the location, identifica-
tion, and measurement of tracks are a complex matter that
will only be described briefly in this article. For more de-
tailed information, see the theses of Refs.[26–30]. The ini-
tial location of all the straw tube elements was determined
using a precision 3D survey using the computer linked Man-
Cat (surveying) system[31]. This achieved a precision of
better than 1 mm, which was further reduced to,150 mm
by fitting to magnet-off, straight tracks.

Legitimate hits in the straw tubes were selected by check-
ing that the drift times were within physical limits, and that
the ADC values were above the noise level. Neighboring hits
within the 4 layers of each cylinder were collected into
“bunches” of typically 3 or 4 hits. Then these bunches were
combined with the bunches from the other cylinders to form
complete tracks. A multistep process was used to select the
best hits in the case of ambiguities, and to find the best fit to
the tracks’ curvature in the magnetic field. The sagitta of
these tracks in ther-f plane between C1 and C3 and the
deviation from the straight line extended inward from hits in
C3 and C4 were used to determine the particles’ momentum.
Charge division as measured by the ADC values read from
the two ends of the straw tubes determined thez coordinates
of the straws selected in ther-f fit. Thesez coordinates in
turn were fitted to calculate the polar angles of the tracks.

FIG. 3. A transversesr-fd projection of a portion of the spec-
trometer(EVA) used for E850. C1–C4 are cylinders of straw tubes,
and H1 and H2 are hodoscope arrays of scintillation counters. The
relative sizes of the elements are only approximate. Radially, the
coil of the superconducting solenoid just surrounds the C3 cylinder,
and the magnetic field is nearly confined within this radius. The
number of elements listed for each array is nominal. A few elements
are missing in top and bottom in C3, C4, and H2 to allow for
support structures. C1, C2, and H1 cover the entire azimuth. The
elements of H2 were one-third overlapped to provide twice the
resolution inf. The curved track labeled with the3 was rejected
by the trigger system, while the higher momentum, straighter track
indicated by theÎ was accepted.

FIG. 4. The 8 GeV/c invariant cross section at 90c.m.
° for pp

→p+X, normalized to 1 atPT=0, is shown as the solid line[25].
The peak at the end is a representation of elastic scattering contri-
bution. An approximate E850 trigger acceptance is shown as the
dashed line.
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Final selections of events were the result of an adequatex2 to
the r-f fit, and a consistency of the vertex position as deter-
mined by the two tracks.

B. Kinematics for E850

In this experiment, the exclusive quasielastic process in-
volves a single hardpp interaction withQ2.4 sGeV/cd2.
The final state consists of two energetic protons and a re-
sidual excited nucleus. The presence of more than two tracks
in the detector identified the class of events with primary and
secondary inelastic interactions. This allowed for back-
ground subtraction as described below.

The fundamental subprocess of our quasielastic events is
the pp interaction

proton1 + proton2 → proton3 + proton4

at a pp scattering angle near 90c.m.
° . We associate proton1

with the beam particle, and proton2 with the target proton in
the nucleus. The quasielastic events are characterized by a

small missing energy,em, and missing momentum,PW m. We
define missing energy, missing momentum, and missing
mass squared,mM

2 , in terms of measuredPi and resulting
energyEi of each protoni:

em = E3 + E4 − E1 − mp,

PW m = PW 3 + PW 4 − PW 1,

mM
2 = em

2 − PW m
2 . s1d

In the spirit of the impulse approximation we identify the
measured missing momentum with the momentum of the
struck proton inside the nucleus. For quasielastic scattering
at c.m. scattering angles of 90°, the pair of final state protons
is produced at approximately equal momenta, polar angles,
and opposite azimuth angles. The simple symmetrical nature
of the final state is altered by three classes of phenomena: the
small variation in c.m. scattering angles around 90°; the ef-
fects of the motion of the struck proton determined by the
nuclear momentum distribution and the interaction of initial
or final state protons with the spectator nucleons in the
nucleus.

By including a range of c.m. scattering angles around 90°,
one induces a spread in the final state energies and polar
angles, which are proportional to cossuc.m.d [1]. The detector
is configured to have acceptance for c.m. scattering angles in
the range,86°,uc.m.ø90° at each beam energy.

The removal of a proton with momentum,PW m, from the
nucleus implies a transfer of that three-momentum from the
nucleus to the observed two-proton final state. A small deficit
in final state energy,em, also can in principle be observed.
We define theẑ direction to coincide with the incident beam
direction. The final state proton pair has transverse momen-

tum PW mT with the x̂ direction to be in the scattering plane of
proton3 and ŷ to be normal to this scattering plane. By our
convention, proton3 has the smaller polar angle. So compo-
nents of the nuclear momentum are

PW m = sPmx,Pmy,Pmzd,

PW mT; Pmxx̂ + Pmyŷ. s2d

The in-plane momentum component,Pmx, depends directly

on the the difference of thex components ofPW 3 and PW 4.
Hence, Pmx has broader resolution than the out-of-plane
component,Pmy, which is largely determined from the azi-
muthal angles. The distribution of thePmT variables for the
hydrogen events in CH2 is shown in Fig. 5.

To account for the effects of longitudinal component of
the nuclear momentum it is useful to consider the momentum
distribution in light-cone coordinates. DefiningEm=em+mp,
the light-cone momentum components are derived from the
nuclear momenta: sEm,pmzd→ sEm± pmzd. The ordinary
nucleon momentum distribution can be reexpressed as a dis-
tribution function of light-cone components. The ratio of the
dimensionless light cone fraction carried by a single proton
to that carried by the entire nucleus isa /A. Specifically, we
write

a ; A
sEm − Pmzd

MA
. 1 −

Pmz− em

mp
. 1 −

Pmz

mp
. s3d

The approximate expression fora comes from neglectingem
and taking the mass of the nucleusMA.Amp.

Analogous to the use of pseudorapidity based on angles as
an approximation to rapidity, which includes the particles’
momentum, we define

a0 ; 1 −
2b cosfsu3 − u4d/2gcosfsu3 + u4d/2g − p1z

mp
s4d

with

b ;ÎSE1 + mp

2
D2

− mp
2

For a given beam momentum,a0 is a function only of the
final state laboratory polar angles,u3 andu4, and not the final
state momenta,P3 and P4. It is obtained from the exact ex-
pression by assuming that the final state momenta,b, are
equally shared between two final state protons. For the lim-

FIG. 5. The distribution of the transverse components of the
missing momenta,Pmx andPmy, for selected hydrogen events from
the CH2 targets for 5.9 GeV/c. The width of thePmx distribution is
s=0.150 GeV/c and for the Pmy distribution it is s
=0.035 GeV/c.
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ited range of angles of this experiment, cosfsu3−u4d /2g is
,1.0. Since for our experimenta0 is better determined than
a, we usea0 in our analysis. The distribution ofa0 for se-
lected CH2 events at 5.9 GeV/c is shown in Fig. 6. The
resolution of thea0 distribution iss=0.025, and calculations
indicate the difference betweena and a0 is less than 0.005
for our range of angles.

The widths,200 MeV/cd of the nuclear momentum dis-
tribution for the longitudinal momentum results in approxi-
mately a 20% spread in the measureda distribution around
unity. Because the measured distribution is strongly influ-
enced by thes−10 behavior of thepp cross section, the shape
of the distribution is strongly skewed towarda,1. In the
kinematic region of interest, the center of mass energy of the

pp→pp subprocess will be nearly independent ofPW mT but
will depend critically upona. For fixed beam energy,E1, we
find thats (the square of the center of mass energy of thepp
system) depends ona according to

s. as0,
s5d

s0 = 2mpE1 + 2mp
2,

wheres0 corresponds to the value ofs for the case of the
struck proton at restsa=1d. In this paper we will consider an
effective incident beam momentumPef f calculated from an
effective beam energy,Eef f:

Eef f =
s

2mp
− mp . E1a, s6d

where the approximation reflects the relativistic limit. Use of
the variablePef f has been studied in Refs.[5,27].

We identify the missing momentum of Eq.(1) with the
momentum of the nucleon in the nucleus in the spirit of the
impulse approximation. In the longitudinal direction this is a
very good approximation. In the transverse direction, this
relation is less exact because of elastic rescattering. Because
the 90c.m.

° pp cross section strongly depends on one longitu-
dinal light-cone component of the missing momentum, we
express the missing momentum in light-cone coordinates.
The coordinate system takesẑ as the beam direction andŷ

normal to the scattering plane. In the first E850 publication
regarding nuclear transparency, the separation of signal from
background was done in the missing-energysEmd distribution
as illustrated in Fig. 7[1]. A model for the background dis-
tribution, based on events with at least one extra track ob-
served in the straw tube cylinders provided a parameterized
shape for the background subtraction. Although this method
was satisfactory for the 5.9 and 7.5 GeV/c analysis, it be-
came less satisfactory as the incident momentum increases
and the missing energy resolution broadens.

We now describe an improved analysis procedure used for
the second publication where the background subtraction uti-
lizes the variation in the density of measured events per unit
four-dimensional missing-momentum space[2]. This distri-
bution shows a sharp quasielastic peak, and a nearly flat
background. The four-dimensional volume element is

demd3PW m → d2PW mT dadsmM
2 d, s7d

wherePW mT is the transverse part of the missing momentum
vector as defined in Eq.(2), and the longitudinal portion
asa0d is given by Eqs.(3) and (4).

Elastic pp scattering occurs at a singular point(mM
2 =0,

PmT
2 =0, a=1) in this four-dimensional phase space. Quasi-

elastic scattering is observed as an enhancement in a region
around that elastic singular point in missing momentum
space. The basic idea of the extraction of elastic and quasi-
elastic scattering is that the four-dimensional peak is distinct
from the smooth background and can be identified. In Fig. 8
the distribution of events inPmT

2 vs mM
2 is presented. The

only kinematic selection criterion for events displayed in this
figure is a selection of light-cone momentum for
0.95,a0,1.05. From Eq.(7) we note that each square bin
in Fig. 8 represents equal four-dimensional phase spaces. We
assume that the background below the quasielastic scattering
peak is smooth. The constant background under the quasi-
elastic peak will be determined from the background level
per unit phase space in the region around the peak.

An objective of this analysis is to extract the quasielastic
signal from background with the inclusion of events that
undergo secondary elastic scattering. In the high energy
limit, and for quasielastic scattering in thea=1 region, the
effect of secondary elastic scattering is to smear the peak
seen in Fig. 8 to lowermM

2 and largerPmT
2 . Studies of the data

and with Monte Carlo simulations have indicated that we can

FIG. 6. The distribution of the longitudinal component of the
light-cone momentum,a, for selected hydrogen events from the
CH2 targets. The approximation,a0, is substituted fora as de-
scribed by Eq.(4).

FIG. 7. Missing-energy,Em, distribution forP1=5.9 GeV/c The
left hand figure is plot shows the events with one or more extra
tracks in the straw tubes. The right hand plot is theEm distribution
with no extra tracks. The dotted line represents the quasielastic
distribution after the interpolated background is subtracted.
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include nearly all of elastic rescattering in our data sample
without accepting excessive levels of background.

With the assumption of smooth background in thePmT
2

3mM
2 plane, we extract a signal above a constant background

using the radial projection of the distribution shown in Fig.
8. We define the variableP4 to be the sum of the squares of
the horizontal and vertical displacement from the elastic
peak location,

P4 ; PmT
4 + mM

4 . s8d

The distribution of this variable corresponds to a constant
four-dimensional phase space perDP4 bin. The distribution
of the P4 variable has the quasielastic signal concentrating
nearP4=0 of the distribution as shown for the 5.9 GeV/c
data in Fig. 9. It is quite natural to extend the smooth back-
ground measured in the interval 0.15,P4,0.35 sGeV4/c4d
in this variable under the quasielastic peak for
P4,0.1 sGeV4/c4d. We can test this with events, which are
explicitly inelastic by selecting those which have an extra
track in the straw tube cylinders. The dashed line plotted in
the 5.9 GeV/c carbon distribution of Fig. 9 indicates that the
background distribution is indeed flat below the elastic peak.

The distributions ofP4 are shown in Fig. 10 for data
collected at 5 beam momenta. The figure shows both distri-
butions for carbon and CH2 targets. For data shown in the
figure, the event selection is defined by the selection of ex-
actly two nearly back-to-back charged tracks in the spec-
trometer with a vertex at the appropriate target. Kinematic
cuts applied to the events shown in Fig. 10 are as follows:

uPmxu , 0.5 GeV/c, uPmyu , 0.3 GeV/c,

u1 − a0u , 0.05, uu3 − u4u , Du. s9d

The cutsuu3−u4u,Dud results in a range of c.m. scattering
angles in thepp scattering subprocess. The modest differ-
ences in the angular region are indicated in Table I for each
of the 5 beam momentum data sets. This is the same set of
cuts used in previously published analyses[1,2].

TheP4 distributions for both C and CH2 are shown for all
5 incident momenta in Fig. 10, subject to the cuts of Eq.(9).
We observe that the level of background relative to signal
remains about 10% even as we increase the incident momen-
tum from 5.9 to 14.4 GeV/c. This appears to indicate that
the various inelastic background processes decrease withs at
least as rapidly as the elastic or quasielastic reactions.

C. The nuclear transparency ratio

The secondary interactions associated with quasielastic
scattering in this energy range are,80% absorptive, leading
to the break up of one or more of the primary protons. In this
analysis elastic secondary scattering introduces minor pertur-
bations in the trajectories of observed final state particles, but
it is not expected to reduce the quasielastic event count if the
cuts defining quasielastic scattering are fairly open as given
by Eq. (9). We will compare our observed nuclear transpar-
ency to an application of the Glauber model where it is only
the absorptive secondary interaction that reduces the nuclear
transparency to less than unity. For both the measurement
and the Glauber calculation, one must distinguish between
the inelastic rescattering, which removes the event from the
quasielastic channel, and a small-angle elastic rescattering,
which does not. Independent of these difficulties, we observe
that the Glauber absorption will be independent of beam en-
ergy in this higher energy range. At high energy, elastic res-
cattering is known to become transverse, exchanging trans-
verse momentum rather than longitudinal momentum with
spectator particles. This will smear the transverse compo-
nents of the reconstructed final state momentum, but will not

FIG. 8. The distribution ofPmT
2 vs mM

2 for two tracks events
observed at beam momentum of 5.9 GeV/c and with
0.95,a0,1.05. The upper frame shows carbon data and the lower
frame shows CH2 data. No other kinematic cuts have been applied
to these data.

FIG. 9. The distribution of theP4 variable for the 5.9 GeV/c
data set for carbon and CH2 targets. The cuts of Eq.(9) define these
selected events. The dashed line in the carbon distribution shows
the distribution of events, which are explicitly inelastic due to the
presence of an extra track in the straw tubes.
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significantly affect the measured light-cone momentum. With
this in mind, this analysis will involve selecting data with
broad cuts on transverse momentum so that elastic secondary
interactions are nearly all included in the event selection in
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations.

The uncertainties associated with the normalization of the
nucleon density distribution is also independent of energy.
By relaxing the requirement for an absolute normalization
for nuclear transparency, we can make a measurement in-
volving the ratio of cross sections for hydrogen and carbon.
We first calculate the nuclear transparency ratio to establish
the energy dependence without reference to specific assump-
tions about the normalization of the nuclear momentum dis-
tribution. In the next section we will use the best nuclear
momentum distributions available to compare the absolute
normalization of nuclear transparency to the Glauber calcu-
lation. so that the two experiments can be directly compared.

The method of analysis for determining the C to H trans-
parency ratio is similar to that discussed previously[1,28].
Signals forpp elastic andsp,2pd quasielastic events from
runs with CH2 and C targets, respectively, are extracted from
the P4 distributions given in Fig. 10. Equation(9) lists the
kinematic cuts used for the selection. For this set of kine-
matic cuts, we determinedRC andRCH2

, the event rates per
incident beam proton and per carbon atom in the carbon or
CH2 targets. Measurements of the thickness of the targets
and densities allowed a determination of the carbon atom
densities in the two targets. The yield from the two hydrogen
nuclei in the CH2 target wasRCH2

−RC. Then the experimen-
tal nuclear transparency ratioTCH is defined in terms of these
event rates,

TCH =
1

3

RC

RCH2
− RC

. s10d

The 1
3 in Eq. (10) reflects the relative number of free protons

in each CH2 complex to the number of protons in each car-
bon nucleus.

There are systematic errors from our fitting and analysis
procedures, which include the estimated error in background
subtraction due to variations in the background fitting func-
tion of 1%, target misidentification due to a vertex resolution
of 2%, uncertainties in the acceptance calculations of 1%,
and a maximum beam normalization error of less than 3%.
Overall these combined to a 4% error, which is small in
comparison to the statistical errors.

The values forTCH are plotted in Fig. 11(a) and listed in
Table I. We see that there is a striking energy dependence in
the simple ratio of the rate of carbon quasielastic events to
that of the hydrogen elastic events.

D. The nuclear momentum distribution

To determine the nuclear transparencies,Tpp, we intro-

duce a relativistic nuclear momentum distributionnsa ,PW mTd,
that specifies the differential probability density per unit
four-momentum. The nuclear momentum distribution is as-
sociated with the momentum distribution of protons in the
nucleus. We discuss this function as a distribution of light-

cone momentum, where the differential element is expressed
in light-cone coordinates. With Eq.(15) below, we can relate
the nuclear transparency ratio,TCH, measured over a narrow
range ofa1 to a2 around unity to the nuclear transparency,
Tpp, over the entire nuclear momentum distribution.

Our formulation of the nuclear momentum distribution
parallels the description of a nonrelativistic nucleon momen-
tum distribution by Ciofi degli Atti and Simula[32]. By in-
tegrating the spectral function over all removal(missing) en-
ergies,Em, they arrive at their spherically symmetric nucleon
momentum distributions,nskd, wherek is the wave number.
A calculation of the distribution,nskd, requires only a knowl-
edge of the ground-state wave function. In our analysis, we
accomplish the same task by using a generous cut inEm. As
discussed in their paper, their nucleon momentum distribu-
tions include both the mean field, low momentum component
of the distribution, and the high momentum component with
NN correlations. The main effect of theNN correlations is to
deplete states below the Fermi level, and to make the states
above the Fermi level partially occupied as seen in our
neutron-proton correlation measurements with the E850 de-
tector [6–8].

FIG. 10. TheP4 distribution of events as defined by the cuts of
Eq. (9) for carbon and CH2 targets at each of 5 beam momenta. The
horizontal lines show the level of the constant background deter-
mined from the 0.15,P4,0.35 sGeV4/c4d region, and subtracted
from under the signal peaks forP4,0.1 sGeV4/c4d.
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Implicitly integrating over the missing energy,Em, we

characterize the nuclear momentum distribution,nsa ,PW mTd,
over transverse momentum and light-cone fractiona. Then
we introduce the integral of this nuclear momentum distribu-
tion over the transverse coordinates:

Nsad =E E dPW mTnsa,PW mTd. s11d

The integrated nuclear momentum distributionsNsad can
be estimated from nonrelativistic nucleon momentum distri-
butions of Ciofi degli Atti and Simula[32]. Their parameter-
ization for carbon in terms of the wave numberk is

nCskd =
1

4p
f2.61e−2.66k2

s1 + 3.54k2d + 0.426e−1.60k2

+ 0.0237e−.22k2
g, s12d

where the units fork andnC are fermi−1 and fermi−3, respec-
tively. They also provide nucleon momentum distributions
for 4He, 16O, 40Ca, 56Fe, and208Pb [32].

Equation(12) can be associated with the light-cone distri-
butionNsad by integratingnCskd over transverse momentum
and by noting that neara=1 as in Eq.(3).

a . 1 − Pmz/mp. s13d

Knowledge of the nuclear momentum distribution repre-
sents a practical limit in interpreting the normalization of the
nuclear transparency. As we primarily focus on measure-
ments arounda=1, it is the normalization of the momentum
distribution near the origin that is most critical. The measure-
ment of the shape of the energy dependence of the nuclear
transparency can be extracted with knowledge of the nuclear
momentum distribution. However, for detailed comparison
with the prediction of conventional Glauber absorption, the
quantityNs1d must be known. It is fortunate thatNs1d is well
constrained by a comparison toy scaling data.

It has been pointed out that this dimensionless normaliza-
tion constantNs1d is connected toFsyd, the y scaling func-
tion. The y scaling function evaluated aty=0 is associated
with a transverse integral of the nucleon momentum distri-
bution [33]. The relationship is

4pE
0

`

nCspdp2dp= 1,

2pE
0

`

nCspdpdp=
1

mp
Ns1d = Fs0d. s14d

The momentum distribution used here is normalized such
that Fs0d=3.3 sGeV/cd−1, which agrees withy scaling data
at about the 10% level.

TABLE I. Table of carbon and deuterium transparencies from E850. Column 1 listsP1, the incident beam
momentum in GeV/c, and column 2 givesuc.m., the range of c.m. angles accepted by the detector. Column
3 listsa1 anda2, the limits toa0. a0 is the approximation to the longitudinal light-cone fraction as described
in Sec. II B. Pef f is the effective incident momentum resulting from the range ofa0 given by Pef f=0.5sa1

+a2dP1. The nuclear transparency ratio of C to H in the intervala1,a0,a2 is TCH. The value of the

integral,ea1

a2, fea1

a2daNsad fsds /dtppdsssaddg/ fsds /dtppdss0dgg, measures the fraction of the momentum dis-
tribution contained with the limits ofa and corrects fors dependence ofds /dtpp. The inverse ofea1

a2

multiplies TCH to give the nuclear transparency forAsp,2pd quasielastic scattering,Tpp. The experiment
specific systematic error is ±4% as discussed in Sec. II C. There is an additional overall uncertainty of ±15%
due to theoretical considerations as discussed in Sec. IV A.

P1sGeV/cd uc.m.sdegd a0 Pef fsGeV/cd TCH ea1

a2 Tpp

E850 carbon data: Leksanovet al. (2001) [2]

5.9 86.2–90 0.95–1.05 5.9 0.071±0.012 0.350 0.20±0.03

8.0 87.0–90 0.95–1.05 8.0 0.120±0.018 0.350 0.34±0.05

9.1 86.8–90 0.95–1.05 9.1 0.164±0.038 0.350 0.47±0.11

11.6 85.8–90 0.95–1.05 11.6 0.079±0.021 0.340 0.23±0.06

14.4 86.3–90 0.95–1.05 14.4 0.033±0.024 0.340 0.10±0.07

E850 carbon data fora.1 [29]

9.1 86.8–90 1.05–1.15 10.0 0.059±0.015 0.11 0.53±0.15

11.6 85.8–90 1.05–1.15 12.8 0.016±0.007 0.12 0.14±0.07

14.4 86.3–90 1.05−1.15 15.8 0.007±0.007 0.11 0.06±0.07

E850 carbon results: Mardoret al. (1998) [1]

5.9 85.8–90 0.95–1.05 5.9 0.054±0.006 0.350 0.16±0.02

7.5 85.8–90 0.95–1.05 7.5 0.072±0.006 0.350 0.20±0.02

E850 deuterium results: Mardoret al. (1988) [1,28]

5.9 85.5–90 0.85–1.05 5.6 — ,1.0 1.06±0.07

7.5 85.5–90 0.85–1.05 7.1 — ,1.0 1.10±0.10
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We can relate the experimentally observed quantityTCH to
the convolution of the fundamentalpp cross section with a
nuclear momentum distributionnsa ,pWmTd,

TCH = TppE
a1

a2

daE d2PW mTnsa,PW mTd

ds

dt ppsssadd

ds

dt ppss0d
, s15d

wheres ands0 are defined by Eq.(5). Further noting that for
fixed beam energy the ratio ofpp cross sections in Eq.(15) is
well approximated with a function ofa only, we can also
write

TCH = TppE
a1

a2

daNsad

ds

dt ppsssadd

ds

dt ppss0d
. s16d

Finally, if the rangesa1,a2d is restricted to a narrow interval
around unity, we see that the relationship between the con-
ventional definition of nuclear transparencyTpp and the ex-

perimentally measured ratioTCH reduces to a simple propor-
tionality,

TCH . TppNs1dsa2 − a1d. s17d

Our actual determination of the normalization ofTpp will
be directly obtained from Eq.(15) with the evaluation of the
integral by the Monte Carlo method, including a weighting
of the integrand by experimental acceptance. The shape of
the nuclear momentum distribution, taken from work by Ref.
[32], is used to calculate these integrals. With the normaliza-
tion fixed, a Monte Carlo program is used to select a region
of c.m. angular range where the geometrical acceptance is
the same for elastic and quasielastic events. Typically this
corresponds to a range of 86° to 90°c.m. as given in Table I.

E. Nuclear transparency for E850

The evaluation of the integral given in Eq.(15) using the
form the momentum distribution in Eq.(12) yields the
nuclear transparency,Tpp, given in Table I. Now the mea-
sured nuclear transparency can be directly compared to the
nuclear transparency calculated in the Glauber model[12].
The limits of the Glauber prediction are shown as the two
horizontal lines in Fig. 11(b). The limits of the Glauber pre-
diction and uncertainty were calculated using published as-
sumptions[33]. The magnitude of the Glauber nuclear trans-
parency is uncertain at the level indicated but there is a
general consensus that Glauber model predicts no significant
energy dependence for nuclear transparency in this momen-
tum range. However, from the pure perturbative quantum
chromodynamics(pQCD) perspective it is unclear what
would generate a scale for a peak in the nuclear transparency
near 9.5 GeV/c. The probability that the E850 result for the
carbon transparency is consistent with the band of Glauber
values is less than 0.3%, and compared to a best fit with a
constant transparency of 0.24, the probability is less than
0.8%.

F. Deuteron transparency

For the earlier experimental run of E850, we used CD2 as
well as CH2 targets. With an appropriate C subtraction we
are able to obtain a D/H transparency as given in Eq.(18),

TDH =
RCD2

− RC

RCH2
− RC

. s18d

We include essentially all of the deuteron wave function by
using an expandeda0 interval, 0.85,a0,1.05. TheTDH
transparencies for incident 5.9 and 7.5 GeV/c are 1.06±0.07
and 1.10±0.10 as listed in Table I. The fact that they are
consistent with 1.0 provides a further check on the normal-
ization of the nuclear transparency. Further details are to be
found in Ref.[28].

G. Discussion of angular dependence

Figure 12 shows the angular dependence as well as the
momentum dependence for the carbon transparencies from
E850 as reported in Ref.[1]. There is a significant decrease

FIG. 11. (a) (top frame) The nuclear transparency ratioTCH as a
function of beam momentum.(b) (bottom frame) The nuclear trans-
parencyTpp as a function of the incident beam momentum. The
events in these plots are selected using the cuts of Eq.(9), and a
restriction on the polar angles as described in the text. The errors
shown here are statistical errors, which dominate for these
measurements.
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in the nuclear transparency at 5.9 GeV/c asuc.m. goes from
85° to 90° (the probability that the distribution is flat is
0.02%). The poorer statistics at 7.5 GeV/c do not allow any
conclusion to be drawn(the probability that the distribution
is flat is 29%). Measurements of the spin-spin correlation
parameter,CNN, show rapid variation ofCNN with respect to
the c.m. angle near 90c.m.

° . Since these spin-spin correlations
are the result of additional scattering amplitudes, they may
also be related to changes in the nuclear transparency
[28,34,35].

III. EXPERIMENT E834

This section will describe the nuclear transparency mea-
surements with the E834 detectors during the run of 1987.
The analysis methods employed by E834 will be compared
to those used in E850.

A. The E834 detector

The E834 detector was originally built for the measure-
ments of a large number of different two-body exclusive re-
actions at,90c.m.

° with a liquid hydrogen target[19,36,37].
The location of the experiment and the beam line employed
was the same as that used later for E850. As indicated in Fig.
13, one long-lived, positive particle was detected with a
high-resolution magnetic spectrometer with a resolution of
sDp/p=1%d. Both the direction and momentum of the par-
ticle in the spectrometer were measured with drift wire
chambers DWC3–4, and DWC1–2. The acceptance of spec-
trometer in the scattering plane isDulab, ±2° and,5% of
the azimuth. An array of very-large-acceptance proportional
wire chambers, PWC3–5, measured the directions of conju-
gate particles that are elastically scattered or that result from
the decay of a resonance. The acceptance of the side cham-
bers was approximately ±30° horizontally and ±35° verti-
cally, so that nearly all of the quasielastic distribution was
measured at one setting. Initial fast triggering was done by
the two scintillation hodoscopes, TH1 and TH2, with the

assumption that the interaction occurred within a small axial
region of the target. Then a more precise momentum deter-
mination for triggering is made with the wires of DWC1 and
DWC2. The Čerenkov counters in the spectrometer arm
identified pions and kaons so that protons could be selected.
Most of the details of the wire chambers, beam, and spec-
trometer Čerenkov counters, and the spectrometer magnet
can be found in Ref.[19]. When it was realized that mea-
surements of nuclear transparency had an important relation-
ship to exclusive reactions, this apparatus was adapted for
that purpose[3].

The liquid hydrogen target was replaced by an array of
nuclear targets placed between two planes of lead-scintillator
sandwiches to detect possible additional particles in addition
to the two protons from a quasielastic scattering. As shown
in Fig. 14, there were four identical targets of natural isotopic
abundances; either Li, C, Al, Cu, or Pb. The number of
bound protons in the four nuclear targets is approximately 5
times the number of free protons in the two 5 cm long targets
of CH2 on either end. Each of the veto planes consisted of
two layers of lead of one radiation length sandwiched be-
tween 3 scintillators of 4.8 mm thickness. Their size was
such that 2/3 of the solid angle seen from the target was
covered by the veto counters. Events in which charged par-
ticles orp0’s produced signals in two or more layers of scin-
tillator were considered to be inelastic background. The trig-
ger system was set to select events with at least 70% of the
momentum of elasticpp events.

The observed distribution of vertices is shown in Fig. 15.
The four targets of each element were regularly inter-

FIG. 12. The dependence of the carbon transparency on the
effective incident beam momentumsPef fd and on center of mass
scattering anglesuc.m.d. The data are from the E850 Csp,2pd
experiments.

FIG. 13. Schematic drawing of the top and side views of the
E834 detector. DWC1–DWC4 are drift wire chambers and
PWC3–5 are proportional wire chambers. The twoČerenkov
counters detect pions and kaons in the spectrometer, and the scin-
tillation hodoscopes(BH, AHOD, and TH1–2) are used for
triggering.
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changed. The free hydrogen in the two CH2 blocks provides
the normalizer for the nuclear transparency ratio.

B. Kinematics for E834

The kinematic analysis of E834 proceeds along lines simi-
lar to that for E850. The equations for missing energy and
momentum are similar to those used in E850[Eqs.(1)]:

em = E3 + E4 − E1 − mp,
s19d

PW m = PW 3 + PW 4 − PW 1.

As in E850, theẑ component is along the incident beam
direction. The scattering plane, containing thex̂ component,

is defined as the plane containingPW 1 and PW 3. PW 3 is the par-
ticle traversing the magnetic spectrometer, which has no veto
from the spectrometerČerenkov counters. The component of

PW 4 out this plane is a measure ofPmy.

Since there is a momentum measurement of onlyPW 3, and

not PW 4, quasielastic reactions are in principle lacking one
constraint. However, the missing energy of the struck proton

is small compared to the momenta of the initial and final
state particles. The components of the four-momentumPm
are smp+em,Pmx,Pmy,Pmzd. We neglectem, and use energy
conservation to solve forE4 in the first line of Eq.(19).
Neglecting these terms in the energy balance gives a small
(0.5%) effect in the determination of the nuclear momenta
for quasielastic events[4]. Figures 15(b) and 15(c) show how
the sharp hydrogen elastic signal is easily extracted from the
Pmzdistributions determined from the laboratory polar angles

of PW 3 andPW 4.
Pmy is mainly determined by the out-of-plane azimuthal

angle and is only weakly dependent on the magnitude of the
momentum ofP3 andP4. The difference of the magnitude of

the x components ofPW 3 and calculatedPW 4 yield the error on
Pmx. Pmy is determined to ±30 MeV/c, while the error on
Pmx is deduced to be about ±100 MeV/c. The transverse
components have a negligible effect on center of mass en-

ergys, and sincePW my is the better-determined component, we
plot the number of events versusPmy as shown in Figs.
16(a)–16(c) for aluminum. The “Lego plots” of missing
transverse momentum(Pmx versusPmy) are shown in Figs.
16(a) and 16(b) for the aluminum target data in the quasi-
elastic region. Figure 16(a) presents all of the events, and
Fig. 16(b) shows the distribution after background subtrac-
tion. The upper curve in Fig. 16(c) displays the events with
no signals from the veto array, and bottom curve displays
those events with veto signals in.1 scintillator planes. The
bottom background curve in Fig. 16(c) has been multiplied
by a constant slightly larger than unity to match the upper
curve for the regionsuPmyu.0.50 GeV/c. The quasielastic
signal is the difference of these two curves. The events ap-
pearing this plot are selected for 0.9,a0,1.2, and have
uPmxu,0.25 GeV/c. The events selected as quasielastic are
given by the following cuts:

uPmxu , 0.25 GeV/c, uPmyu , 0.25 GeV/c,

s20d
0.9, a0 , 1.2.

The range of 0.9,a0,1.2 was selected in the E834 ex-
periment to provide good statistical accuracy from an inter-
val where there is a good signal to background ratio. Also the
acceptance of quasielastic and elastic events is nearly iden-
tical. Since the CH2 and nuclear targets were exposed to the
same beam, there is automatic beam normalization for the
quasielastic and freepp events.

The primary systematic error associated with the E834
experiment is the uncertainty in the background subtraction.
The background was determined from the smooth shape
fixed by the events with hits in the veto counters, and then
normalized to the total distribution foruPmyu.0.50. The
background to signal is typically 20% with an estimated er-
ror ±5%.

C. Nuclear transparencies for E834

Figure 17 shows the comparison of the carbon transpar-
ency measurement of E850 to that reported in our E834 pa-
per. The E834 analysis used a form for the nucleon nuclear

FIG. 14. Schematic side view of the target assembly and veto
counters for the E834 experiment. Starting from the beam on the
left, the elements are the final beam scintillator of 1.5 mm thick-
ness; a 5 cm long CH2 block, four nuclear targets of either Li, C,
Al, Cu or Pb; and another 5 cm long CH2 block. All of these targets
rest on a support of light aluminum sheet metal. The length of the
top and bottom veto assemblies is 76 cm and their width is 30.5 cm.
Each veto assembly consists of 2 layers of lead sandwiched be-
tween 3 layers of scintillator.

FIG. 15. Vertex distributions of near elastic events for the two
CH2 and four nuclearsAl d targets(a) and pmz distributions from
E834 for a CH2 target(b) and a carbon target(c) at 5.9 GeV/c.
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momentum distributions, which consisted of 35% hard
sphere with radius of 0.22 GeV/c for carbon and 65%
Gaussian with standard deviation of 0.25 GeV/c fitted to our
experimental results[9]. The form of the function,nGspd, is
given below

nGspd =
fF

fs4/3dppF
3g

Qsp − pFd +
s1 − fFd

f2ppG
2 g3/2expF−

p2

2pG
2 G ,

s21d

where fF is the fraction of the distribution in the Fermi gas
distribution, pF is the radius of the Fermi sphere
(0.22 GeV/c for carbon), andpG is the radius of the spheri-
cal Gaussians0.25 GeV/cd. The step function,Qsp−pFd, is
1 inside the Fermi sphere and 0 outside. The relative propor-
tion of hard sphere to Gaussian remains the same, but the
radius of the hard sphere is varied from 0.170 to
0.260 GeV/c for Li to Pb nuclei. For the present publication
the E834 data are made consistent with the E850 nuclear

transparencies by multiplying by the ratio of integrated
nuclear momentum distributions given by

E
pp

E
E834

=

E
a1

a2

daE d2PW mTnCSsa,PW mTd

ds

dt ppsssadd

ds

dt ppss0d

E
a1

a2

daE d2PW mTnGsa,PW mTd

ds

dt ppsssadd

ds

dt ppss0d

, s22d

wherenG is the spherical Gaussian distribution used in E834
as given in Eq.(21). nCS are the nuclear momentum distri-
butions derived from Ciofi degli Atti and Simula of the forms
given in Eq.(12). The E834 transparencies from events in
the range of 0.9,a,1.2. listed for Li, C, Al, Cu, and Pb are
included in Table II.

IV. ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE TRANSPARENCIES
FROM E834 AND E850

A. Systematic errors due to theoretical uncertainties

Before we present the theoretical interpretations of our
combined results, we will discuss some of the uncertainties
connected with the theoretical treatment of elastic scattering
from protons bound in nuclei. We have attempted to mini-
mize their effects through our methods of analysis.

As noted earlier, the extraction of nuclear transparency
depends on the assumption that the scattering process can be
factorized into a product of two functions: the freepp scat-
tering at an appropriate center of mass energy,s, and a

nuclear momentum distribution,nsa ,PW mTd. This is expected
to be a good approximation at high incident momenta and
large momentum transfers where the impulse approximation
is valid.

FIG. 16. The distribution of missing transverse momentum(Pmx

versusPmy) at 5.9sGeV/cd is shown for aluminum target data in
the quasielastic region(a). In (b) the same distribution after back-
ground has been subtracted. The projection of(a) for events with
uPmxu,0.25 GeV/c and 0.9,a0,1.2 is shown in(c). The lower
curve represents events with two or more hits in the veto scintilla-
tors, and the upper curve is for events without such hits.

FIG. 17. Comparison of all carbon transparencysTppd data from
E850 and E834. The 1988 data have been rescaled from published
values using the momentum distribution of the form and with the
normalization described in Ref.[32]. The two horizontal lines indi-
cate the range of values forTpp as calculated by the Glauber method
[12]. The horizontal error bars represent the total spread in effective
momentum resulting from the accepteda0 range.
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In our first 1988 publication we quoted an overall error
due to possible off-shell and momentum distribution uncer-
tainties of ±25%[3]. Since then the knowledge of nuclear
momentum distributions has been considerably improved.
For the combined experiments we have settled on the recent
parameterization by Ciofi degli Atti and Simula of the
nucleon momentum distributions[32]. Their nucleon mo-
mentum distributions are based on a careful study of electron
scattering experiments. The nuclear momentum distribution
has been measured to large values of the nuclear momentum
by studying the enhanced contribution from values ofa less
than 1.0. We found equivalent distributions in both the trans-
verse and longitudinal directions[5,38]. The high degree of
two-body correlations above the carbon Fermi level of
220 MeV/c is dramatically verified in our measurement,
which correlated neutron momentum with the proton nuclear
momentum determined in Csp,2pd reactions with the E850
detector[6,7].

How to deal with the off-shell nature of thepp scattering
in the nucleus is a difficult question. Fortunately, the energies
of the experiment are large compared to the nuclear binding
energies. However, thes−10 energy dependence of thepp
cross section magnifies even relatively small effects in the
longitudinal direction. The effect of the struck proton being
off-shell is liable to suppress the 3-quark Fock state as glu-
ons are exchanged to bring it on-shell. The effect of the
binding on the effectives of the interaction, also needs to be
considered. We estimate a systematic error of ±15% for these
theoretical uncertainties for the present publication.

B. Combined nuclear transparency data

After unifying the normalization of the E834 and E850
transparencies, we can plot the carbon transparency results
for both experiments as shown in Fig. 17. If we interpolate
the E850 results to compare to the E834 transparencies at the
same incident momentum, then we find very good agreement
as to their magnitudes despite the different analysis methods
and a ranges. The ratios ofTppsE850d /TppsE834d at 6.2,
10.5, and 12.6 GeV/c are 0.91±0.12, 1.06±0.20, and
0.76±0.30.

The most striking aspect of the these two experiments is
the confirmation of the peak in nuclear transparency at about
9.5 GeV/c incident momentum. Neither the Glauber model
nor the naive prediction of the color transparency model can
explain the data. The range of the conventional Glauber cal-
culation is indicated on the figure by the two horizontal lines
at 0.15 and 0.20[33].

To further emphasize the emerging pattern, we add the
aluminum data measured in E834 to all the carbon results.
For consistency, we again must make the correction for dif-
ferences in nuclear momentum distribution used here and in
the E834 analysis. In Table III, the E834 data are corrected
first with a ratio of the new to old nuclear momentum distri-
bution integrals. Then from the 1988 analysis of the E834
data it was determined that at fixed energy, the dependence
of the nuclear transparency was compatible with the inverse
of the nuclear radius,A−1/3. So the statistically more precise
aluminum data can be compared to the carbon transparencies

TABLE II. Table of nuclear transparencies for Li, C, Al, Cu, and Pb from E834[3]. Detector acceptance
is 80°,uc.m.,90°. The averageA of this natural isotopic abundance targets is listed. The first three columns
have the same meaning as in Table I. The column labeledTE834 gives the transparencies as reported in Ref.
[3]. The ratio of integrals[see Eq.(22)] listed in column 5 corrects the approximate nuclear momentum
distributions used in E834 with the improved nuclear momentum distributions derived from Ref.[32] as
employed in the analysis of E850.Tpp is the product ofTE834with the ratio of these integrals. The experiment
specific systematic error is ±5% as discussed in Sec. III B, and a ±15% overall error from theoretical
consideration as discussed in Sec. IV A.

P1 sGeV/cd a0 Pef f sGeV/cd TE834 epp/eE834 Tpp

Lithium (6.9)

5.9 0.9–1.2 6.2 0.46±0.02 0.713 0.33±0.02

10.0 0.9–1.2 10.5 0.54±0.09 0.713 0.38±0.06

Carbon(12.0)

5.9 0.9–1.2 6.2 0.33±0.02 0.736 0.24±0.02

10 0.9–1.2 10.5 0.43±0.04 0.736 0.32±0.03

12 0.9–1.2 12.6 0.33±0.10 0.736 0.24±0.07

Aluminum (27.0)

5.9 0.9–1.2 6.2 0.23±0.15 0.715 0.16±0.01

10 0.9–1.2 10.5 0.35±0.02 0.715 0.25±0.02

12 0.9–1.2 12.6 0.20±0.03 0.715 0.14±0.02

Copper(63.5)

5.9 0.9–1.2 6.2 0.13±0.02 0.713 0.09±0.02

10 0.9–1.2 10.5 0.27±0.04 0.713 0.19±0.03

Lead (207.2)

5.9 0.9–1.2 6.2 0.058±0.010 0.762 0.044±0.008

10 0.9–1.2 10.5 0.084±0.025 0.762 0.064±0.019
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by multiplying by this expectedA dependence,s27/12d1/3, as
shown in Fig. 18.

When we include the normalization and shape of the
nuclear momentum distribution, we obtain not only transpar-
encies,Tpp, at a=1 for the nominal incident momentum, but
we can also interpret data foraÞ1.0. We note from Eq.(6)
that with a fixed incident proton momentum, it is possible to
study quasielastic scattering at an extended range of center of
mass energies, corresponding to effective beam momentum,
Pef f, above and below the nominal value.

In Fig. 18 we fully exploit our knowledge of the energy
dependence of thepp cross section and the nuclear momen-
tum distribution to extract transparencies from the 9, 11.6,
and 14.4 GeV runs at larger values ofa s1.05,a,1.15d.
These points are plotted at their correspondingPef f. We see
that they fill in to form a smooth curve extending to higher
energy. In E834,Pef f was calculated for 3 bins ina (0.8–0.9,
0.9–1.0, and 1.0–1.2) as given in Table III. These points also
fall on a smooth curve between the points corresponding to
a=1.0. Figure 18 demonstrates that there is a peak in the

TABLE III. Table of aluminum transparencies from E834 foraÞ1.0. Detector acceptance is
80°,uc.m.,90°. Columns 1 to 6 have the same meaning as Tables I and II including the correction of the
nuclear momentum distributions from those of E834 to E850. Column 7 is the product ofTppsAl d by the
approximateA dependence to compare with the corresponding transparencies for carbon. The experiment
specific systematic error is ±5% as discussed in Sec. III B, and a ±15% overall error from theoretical
consideration as discussed in Sec. IV A

P1 sGeV/cd a0 Pef f sGeV/cd TE834 epp/eE834 Tpp Tpps 27
12

d1/3

5.9 0.8–0.9 5.0 0.18±0.03 0.85 0.15±0.03 0.20±0.04

5.9 0.9–1.0 5.6 0.25±0.03 0.65 0.16±0.02 0.21±0.03

5.9 1.0–1.2 6.5 0.22±0.04 0.78 0.17±0.03 0.22±0.04

10 0.8–0.9 8.5 0.32±0.04 0.86 0.28±0.03 0.37±0.04

10 0.9–1.0 9.5 0.48±0.05 0.65 0.31±0.03 0.41±0.04

10 1.0–1.2 11.0 0.25±0.06 0.81 0.20±0.05 0.26±0.07

12 0.8–0.9 10.2 0.24±0.08 0.85 0.20±0.07 0.26±0.09

12 0.9–1.0 11.4 0.20±0.04 0.66 0.13±0.03 0.17±0.04

12 1.0–1.2 13.2 0.12±0.04 0.79 0.09±0.03 0.12±0.04

FIG. 18. TheTpp values for carbon and the aluminum[scaled bys27/12d1/3] are plotted versus theirPef f values. For a single incident
beam momentum,P1, a range ofPef f values is obtained by using Eq.(6). This allows us to place more points on the nuclear transparency
curve and extend the range of momenta. The curved line is the inverse of Rssd defined by Eq.(24), and adjusted with an amplitude for a best
fit to the magnitudes of the measured transparencies. The horizontal error bars represent the total spread in effective momentum resulting
from the accepteda0 range. AQ2 fsGeV/cd2g scale is included at the bottom of the figure.
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nuclear transparency at 9.5 GeV/c nearly independent of
whether the combined data set, or the separate E850 and
E834 sets are used. Beyond 9.5 GeV/c the nuclear transpar-
ency returns to the Glauber level or below at 12 GeV/c and
higher momentum.

C. Discussion of energy dependence

The initial rise in the nuclear transparency between 5.9
and 9.5 GeV/c was thought to be a manifestation of color
transparency, namely the expansion of a very small configu-
ration of valence quarks over distances comparable to the
nuclear radius. In expansion models, the highPT interaction
is presumed to select nearly pointlike configurations(plc’s)
of valence quarks in the interacting protons[11]. These plc’s
proceed to expand as they recede from the point of interac-
tion. The rate of expansion has been described in both par-
tonic and hadronic representations[39,40]. Farrar, Liu,
Frankfurt, and Strikman suggested a convenient expansion
parameterization given as follows[39]:

sint
ef fsz,Q2d = sintSHS z

lh
Dt

+ S rtsQ2d2

rt
2 DF1 −S z

lh
DtGJuslh − zd

+ usz− lhdD , s23d

wheresint is the freepN interaction cross section,lh is the
expansion distance of the protons, andz is the distance from
the interaction point.sint

ef fsz,Q2d expands linearly or quadrati-
cally from its initial size depending on the value oft, and
then assumes the free space value,sint, whenz= lh. The ac-
tual value ofsint used in the fitting procedure is less than the
free pN total cross section,stotspNd,40 mb, because nearly
all s,90%d of the elastic cross section is within the accep-
tance of our detector. The exponentt allows for two sug-
gested pictures of expansion. Fort=1, the expansion corre-
sponds to the quantum diffusion picture[39]. For this
picture, lh=2pf /DsM2d wherepf is the momentum of a pro-
ton traveling through the nucleus[39]. At distances compa-
rable to nuclear sizes, the effective cross sections should re-
vert to their free space values. The authors of Ref.[39]
indicate the values ofDsM2d between 0.5 and 1.1 GeV2 are
acceptable withDsM2d=0.7 being favored. This range of
DsM2d corresponds to values oflh=0.36pf to 0.78pf fm. For
a momentum of 5.9 GeV/c the expansion distance will be
between 2.1 and 4.7 fm.

The case oft=2 is considered to be the “naive quark
expansion” scenario in which the light quarks fly apart at a
maximum rate and the distance is determined by the Lorentz
boost to the hadrons. In this caselh= ,E/mh wheremh is the
mass of the hadron involved[39]. For protons at 5.9 GeV/c,
the expected expansion distance is,7.3 fm. The quantity
krtsQ2d2l / krt

2l represents the fraction ofsint at the time of
interaction. This quantity is approximated by,1/Q2, corre-
sponding to 0.21 at 5.9 GeV/c and falling with an increase
of incident momentum[39].

Since we are dealing with hadrons, Jennings and Miller
reasonably suggested that a hadronic representation of the
interacting protons should be considered[40]. In this picture,

the expansion distance at 5.9 GeV/c should correspond to
,0.9 fm for linear expansion, and,2.4 fm for the quadratic
case depending on the form of their intermediate stategsMx

2d
[40]. The shape of the expansion is approximated by that
given in Eq.(23).

However, the drop in the nuclear transparency above
9.5 GeV/c requires additional mechanisms. We will discuss
two possible explanations that have been introduced for the
energy dependence. First, Ralston and Pire[41] suggested
that the structure of the nuclear transparency may arise from
an interference between two distinct amplitudes that contrib-
ute topp elastic scattering. One amplitude is the hard ampli-
tude that we associate with quarks at small transverse spatial
separation for dimensional scaling, which should dominate
the high energy cross section. The other amplitude is a soft
component, essentially a remnant of the higher order radia-
tive (Sudakov) process that strongly attenuates the large dis-
tance part of the proton wave function.

The dependence of thepp elastic cross section near 90c.m.
°

varies nearly as a power ofs:

ds

dtpp
su = 90c.m.

° d = Rssds−10. s24d

Compared to thepp cross section, which varies over 5 orders
of magnitude, the variation inRssd is only about a factor of
two in the region ofs spanned by these experiments[41,42].
The dependence of the cross section ona will reflect both
the nuclear momentum distribution[Eq. (12)] and the cross
section dependence of Eq.(24). The short distance part is
predicted to have an energy dependency that scales asss−10d.
In the picture of Ralston and Pire the long-ranged portion of
the amplitude is attenuated by the nuclear matter, and the
interference largely disappears for the numerator of Fig. 1
but not in the freepp scattering of the denominator[41].
Therefore these authors predicted that this picture would
naturally lead to an energy dependence of nuclear transpar-
ency, which could vary asRssd−1 whereR is defined in Eq.
(24). The curveR−1ssd is shown in Fig. 18 arbitrarily normal-
ized to the approximate scale of the nuclear transparency.
This model suggests that the nuclear transparency should rise
again at,20 GeV/c.

Another possible perspective on the energy dependence is
suggested by Brodsky and de Teramond[43]. They observed
that the excess in thepp elastic cross section above the
scaled cross section associated with a peak inRssd at beam
momenta above 9.5 GeV/c could correspond to a resonance
or threshold for a new scale of physics. They suggested that
one candidate involved the charmed quark mass scale corre-
sponding to,12 GeV/c incident protons, but other exotic
QCD multiquark states could also be considered. They con-
nected this resonance model with the anomalous spin depen-
dence of thepp elastic cross section at these energies[34]. In
their model, the increase in nuclear transparency from 5.9 to
9.5 GeV/c is associated with ordinary color transparency but
the rapid reduction of nuclear transparency back to Glauber
levels would signal a contribution from a new mass scale or
new dynamic QCD scale. The connection to the polarization
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dependence of these cross sections indicates that the new
scale behaves as a spin 1 resonance.

We note that our measurement ofTpp in the peak region
,9.5 GeV/c is approaching 50%, and is more than twice the
Glauber level. At the peak, we find that theAsp,2pd carbon
transparency is almost as large as these,e8pd nuclear trans-
parency as described in Sec. VII later. This comparison is
surprising and interesting even without reference to a de-
tailed Glauber calculation.

In conclusion, we note that both the Ralston-Pire model
and the Brodsky–de Teramond picture can probably accom-
modate our measurement. The Brodsky–de Teramond model,
however, would predict a dramatic dependence of nuclear
transparency upon the initial state spins of the protons. We
believe that a double spin measurement the nuclear transpar-
ency of light polarized nuclei may be the best way to distin-
guish these two models[44]. A measurement of theA depen-
dence at 12 GeV/c and above as described in the next
section would be valuable. In the Ralston-Pire picture, the
absorption cross section would continue to decrease from
previous values[41].

V. A DEPENDENCE FROM E834

As well as observing the energy dependence of the carbon
transparency, we also determined the nuclear transparency of
Li, Al, Cu, and Pb at incident momenta of 5.9 and
10 GeV/c. Transparencies for carbon and aluminum are also
determined at 12 GeV/c, but the carbon transparency has a
relatively large error since this transparency was determined
from the CH2 targets rather than a pure carbon target. The
wide range of radii from lithiums2.2 fmd to lead s6.5 fmd
enables us to determine the attenuation of protons in nuclear
matter, and to determine in an independent manner that the
effective absorption cross section is less than that used in
Glauber calculations. The numbers of quasielastic events for
all the 5 nuclei are extracted in the same manner as for the
aluminum targets in Sec. III B. The cores of thePmy distri-
butions are compatible with known electron distributions as
seen in Fig. 19[9]. We list in Table II and plot in Fig. 20 the
transparencies for these 5 nuclei for the range of
0.9,a,1.2. These transparencies have been normalized by
multiplying by the ratios of the integrals using Ciofi degli
Atti and Simula nucleon momentum distributions to the in-
tegrals using the nuclear momentum distributions of the
original 1988 analysis as given by Eq.(21). For Li, Al, and
Cu an interpolation between the published nucleon momen-
tum distributions is applied to the integrals. For Li we use
4He and16O; for Al it is between16O and40Ca; for Cu it is
between56Fe and208Pb [32].

As can be seen in Fig. 20, the 10 GeV/c transparencies of
all 5 nuclei are consistently higher than those at 5.9 and
12 GeV/c, in agreement with the energy dependence ob-
served with the carbon and aluminum data. The solid lines
passing through the 5.9 and 10 GeV/c data points represent
fits with a constant effective cross section of 17.9−1.5

+2.7 mb at
5.9sGeV/cd and 12.3−2.6

+2.6 for 10 GeV/c, and a floating nor-
malization[46]. These values are consistent with the quali-
tative analysis performed by Heppelmann[47] and a detailed

analysis by Jain and Ralston[48]. Further analysis by Carroll
found that most expansion models are not compatible with
our measured transparencies[46].

This observation of the energy variation of the attenuation
is an independent indication that the absorption of protons
for largeQ2 quasielastic events is less than that predicted by
free nucleon-nucleon scattering. The errors on the transpar-
encies of the two adjacent nuclei at 12 GeV/c do not allow
us to measure the attenuation for this momentum.

VI. „p+,p+p… TRANSPARENCIES

Both E850 and E834 are were performed in secondary
hadron beams, and used differentialČerenkov counters for
beam particle identification. Thesp+,p+pd 90° differential
cross sections are 10 to 25 times smaller than thesp,2pd
cross sections. However, we were able to make initial mea-
surements of the ratios of theAsp+,p+pd to Asp,2pd trans-
parencies for all 5 targets at 5.9 GeV/c, and for the Al target
at 10 GeV/c. We multiply by theAsp,2pd transparencies to
obtain the transparencies plotted in Fig. 21; these are also
tabulated and presented in Table IV[4]. The ratios are mea-
sured on the slightly larger interval, 0.8,a0,1.2, but the
effect is negligible compared to the statistical errors. Due to
the large statistical errors, and the measurement of a single
transparency at 10 GeV/c, attempts to determine effective
cross sections from theseAsp+,p+pd transparencies were not
useful as they were for theAsp,2pd transparencies in the
previous section. We only note that theAsp+,p+pd transpar-
encies are,1.53 the correspondingAsp,2pd transparencies.
More details, including the identification of thep+ in the

FIG. 19. The missingPmy distributions for the five elements
used in E834 after corrections for acceptance and for background
subtraction. Distributions for(a) to (e) are at 5.9 GeV/c, and the
distribution(f) is at 10 GeV/c. The form of the model of Monizet
al. is superimposed over each distribution[45].
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beam by the differential counters, can be found in the thesis
by Wu [4].

VII. COMPARISON TO OTHER EXPERIMENTS

The Asp,2pd experiment of Tanihataet al. had
1.46 GeV/c protons incident on a set of 5 different nuclei
(ranging from C to Pb in size); their results indicate a mean
free path of,2.4 fm [49]. With a nuclear density of16 fm−3,
this corresponds tos=25 mb. Thestot for the two outgoing
protons of 0.95 GeV/c is ,25 mb [50]. We therefore con-
clude that the value of the nuclear transparency, below the
minimum momentum studied in our experiments, is close to
the Glauber limit.

The other major investigations of nuclear transparency
have been with quasielastic scattering in theAse,e8pd reac-
tion at SLAC[51,52], and at Jefferson Laboratory[53,54]. In
these experiments, the nuclear transparency,Tep, as a func-
tion of Q2 is

TepsQ2d =

E
V

d3PmdEmYexpsEm,PW md

E
V

d3PmdEmYPWIAsEm,PW md
, s25d

whereYexp is the experimental yield of quasielastic scatters,
andYPWIA is the calculated yield in the partial wave impulse

approximation. These studies use a prescription for the off-
shell sep. However, inserting the on-shell form changes
TepsQ2d by less than 1%.

As seen in Fig. 22, these measurements begin withQ2

below 1 sGeV/cd2, and extend toQ2=8.1 sGeV/cd2. Above
aQ2 of ,2 sGeV/cd2 the measurements are consistent with a
constant nuclear transparency for the deuterium, carbon,
iron, and gold targets. Note thatQ2=8.1 sGeV/cd2 corre-

FIG. 20. Nuclear transparency vs atomic massA for theAsp,2pd
measurements from E834 for incident momenta of 5.9, 10, and
12 GeV/c as indicated on the figure. The error bars reflect the sta-
tistical uncertainties and a 10% target-to-target systematic error.
The solid curves represent the fits with constant effective cross
sections to the five nuclei at 5.9 and 10 GeV/c as described in the
text.

FIG. 21. Tp+p andTpp transparencies for Li, C, Al, Cu and Pb at
5.9 GeV/c, and Al for 10 GeV/c. TheTp+p values(solid symbols)
are consistently larger than those ofTpp (open symbols).

TABLE IV. Table of Asp+,p+pd nuclear transparencies from
E834[4]. The experiment measuredTp+p/Tpp ratios, which we have
multiplied by theTpp transparencies of Table II to obtainsp+,p+pd
transparencies. The experiment specific systematic error is ±5% as
discussed in Sec. II B.

P1 sGeV/cd a0 Tpp Tp+p/Tpp Tp+p

Lithium (6.9)

5.9 0.8–1.2 0.33±0.014 1.10±0.15 0.36±0.05

Carbon(12)

5.9 0.8–1.2 0.24±0.015 1.42±0.17 0.34±0.05

Aluminum (27)

5.9 0.8–1.2 0.16±0.02 1.39±0.19 0.23±0.04

10 0.8–1.2 0.25±0.02 1.65±0.31 0.41±0.08

Copper(63.5)

5.9 0.8–1.2 0.09±0.01 1.63±0.30 0.15±0.04

Lead (207.2)

5.9 0.8–1.2 0.044±0.008 1.45±0.41 0.06±0.02
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sponds to an incident proton momentum of 9.5 GeV/c.
The level of nuclear transparency in the nucleus of carbon

is predicted by Glauber models to be much larger forse,e8pd
quasielastic scattering,Tep. This is because of the nonabsorp-
tive nature of the two legs of the electron diagram as they
pass through the nucleus. For example, ifTep for carbon is
,0.6, then one would expect the correspondingTpp to be
,0.2. However, note that the Cse,e8pd nuclear transparency
is not much higher than the nuclear transparency for Csp,2pd
at its peak. These experiments reported no significant devia-
tion from the Glauber prediction, although the size of the
effect would have been smaller than that in theAsp,2pd case.
This may suggest that the phenomena that we observed may
be specific to the QCD dynamics of hardpp collisions. Both
the Ralston-Pire and the Brodsky–de Teramond models for
energy dependence would apply topp but not toep scatter-
ing [41,43]. Both models do, of course, contain elements of
color transparency that would be common toep andpp ex-
periments.

VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

Clearly there remain a number of interesting investiga-
tions involving nuclear transparency of protons and other
hadrons. A revival of the AGS fixed target program[44], or
the construction of the 50-GeV accelerator as part of the
J-PARC complex in Japan[55], would provide excellent op-
portunities to expand the range of these nuclear transparency
studies. Some of the remaining questions are the following.

(1) What happens at higher incident momentum? Does
nuclear transparency rise again above 20 GeV/c, as pre-
dicted in the Ralston-Pire picture[56]?

(2) A-dependent studies in the 12 to 15 GeV/c range;
will the effective absorption cross section continue to fall

after the nuclear transparency stops rising at,9.5 GeV/c
[56]?

(3) At the higher energy ranges of these experiments the
spin effects are expected to be greatly diminished. However,
they continue to persist, as shown in both single and double
spin measurements[34,57]. So it is important to see, in
quasielastic scattering inside a nucleus, whether a relatively
pure pQCD state is selected, and if the spin dependent effects
are attenuated.

(4) Measurements of nuclear transparency with antipro-
tons, pions, and kaons will be informative. These particles
have widely different cross sections at 90c.m.

° . For instance,
the pp differential cross section at 90c.m.

° is 50 times larger
than thep̄p differential cross section[19]. How should this
small size of thep̄p cross section affect the absorption ofp̄’s
by annihilation?

(5) The production of exclusively produced resonances
provides a large testing ground for nuclear transparency ef-
fects. This is especially true for those resonances that allow
the determination of final state spin orientation, such asr’s
or L’s [19,36]. Will the interference terms that generate
asymmetries disappear for reactions which take place in the
nucleus?

(6) Measurements in light nuclei that determine the prob-
ability of a second hard scatter after the first hard interaction
are an alternative way to study nuclear transparency effects.
With the proper kinematics selected, the probability of the
second scatter is dependent on the state of the hadrons at the
first hard interaction[58].

IX. SUMMARY

Presented here is a summary of the results and interpreta-
tions of ourTpp investigation results, as well as other quasi-
elastic experiments.

(1) Two separate experimental programs, E834 and E850,
that employed entirely different detectors and different
analysis methods, showed a consistent and striking energy
dependence in theTpp nuclear transparency for effective mo-
menta from 5 to 15.8 GeV/c. This corresponds to a range in
Q2 from 3.9 to 14.0sGeV/cd2. There is a peak in the nuclear
transparency at,9.5 GeV/c. At the peak, the nuclear trans-
parency is a factor of 2 above the maximum expected by the
Glauber prediction. For 12 GeV/c and above, the nuclear
transparency is at or below the Glauber level. The probability
that these transparencies are consistent with a constant is less
than 1%. The interpretations for the rise and fall of the
Asp,2pd transparencies all involve the presence of two am-
plitudes in thepp scattering process[41,43].

(2) The A-dependent transparencies from E834 provide
an independent method for measuring the effective cross sec-
tion as the incident momentum is raised. At 5.9 GeV/c the
cross section is 18±2 mb, while at 10 GeV/c it is
12±2.6 mb.

(3) A number of other measurements have been made
with the E834 and E850 detectors.

(a) Measurements on deuterium yielded a nuclear
transparency consistent with 1.0, as expected for this small
nucleus.

FIG. 22. se,e8pd transparencies taken from Ref.[54]. The open
symbols correspond to the SLAC experiments[51,52], and the
closed symbols are from the more recent results of Jefferson Labo-
ratory [53,54].
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(b) The angular dependence forTpp at 5.9 GeV/c is
unexpectedly sharp.

(c) An initial measurement forAsp+,p+pd has been
made and indicates that the nuclear transparency forp+p is
,1.53 larger than that forpp.

(4) se,e8pd experiments have shown no energy depen-
dence betweenQ2. ,2 and 8.1sGeV/cd2. Most theoretical
interpretations indicate that, unlike theAse,e8pd case, there
are interferences between the long- and short-ranged(pQCD
scaling) amplitudes forAsp,2pd scattering.

(5) The same detectors that measured nuclear transparen-
cies can explore many other phenomena. This is especially
true for measurements that exploit the abilities of high mo-
mentum transfer quasielastic proton scattering to examine
the behavior of individual protons in nuclei. These measure-
ments include nucleon-nucleon correlations. Another investi-
gation is the further study of high momentum tails utilizing
the enhancement from thes−10 behavior ofpp scattering.

These twoAsp,2pd experiments at the AGS have revealed
fascinating phenomena about nuclear transparency and its
possible interpretations with QCD. Also E834 and E850 have
shown the usefulness of protons as short-ranged probes of
nuclear distributions. We hope that future experiments will

expand the precision and range of our experiments with pro-
tons and other hadrons.
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